We give a heuristic classification of all universality classes of critical models with up to three field-theoretical scalar order parameters in 6−ǫ dimensions. Each class is uniquely characterized by its symmetry group and by the set of its universal scaling properties, neither of which are built-in by the formalism but instead emerge nontrivially as outputs of our computations. In particular for three fields we find, apart for a perturbatively unitary solution with O(2) symmetry already known in the literature, five novel non-trivial universality classes with discrete symmetries and with real bounded spectra, among which there is another perturbatively unitary model. We expect them to correspond to new nontrivial CFTs in less than six dimensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum and Statistical Field Theories constitute a powerful framework which is capable of describing a variety of physical systems, their phase transitions, and different universal behavior, especially as they approach criticality. Critical points may be characterized by their order parameters and possible symmetries that govern their dynamics. Field theory allows to investigate the effective behavior of different condensed matter systems at large distances, but are also important in the quest for understanding which quantum theories and which symmetries can be considered consistent and fundamental at short distances, a question still open in particle physics. Having a global picture of theory space and the critical points of a QFT is therefore of considerable interest. This is however a challenging task especially when multiple (scalar) degrees of freedom are involved. In almost all investigations present in the literature large global symmetries in multi-field theories are assumed from the start, since this greatly constrains the number of possible interactions and therefore of possible critical theories. Modern renormalization group (RG) [1, 2] is the main paradigm to carry on such investigations, under which a critical theory is seen as a scale invariant fixed point of the RG flow. In particular the perturbative ǫ-expansion below the upper critical dimension, at which the theory is trivial, has proven very effective. Given that often scale symmetry is lifted to conformal symmetry also CFT methods can be successfully employed [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In this work we use the RG ǫ-expansion [10] , combined with functional methods [11, 12] to study general systems characterized by N real scalar order parameters, corresponding to multi-scalar QFTs with no symmetry imposed a priori. The goal is to investigate which theo-ries and symmetries are allowed at criticality, giving access to the set of all possible universality classes one may encounter in physical systems.
In the past RG investigations of theories with quartic interactions in d = 4−ǫ the trace condition [10, 13] for the critical potential was assumed. This leads to full degeneracy of the field anomalous dimensions and constrains to one the number of control parameters, therefore reducing the possible number of critical theories [10, [14] [15] [16] [17] ] (see also [18] ). A general study without any assumption has yet to come, even though a systematic search for all possible theories with two fields has been done in [19] . Here we concentrate on systems with cubic interactions which have upper critical dimension d c = 6 and generalize the single scalar field case that exhibits only a PT symmetric QFT associated to the Lee-Yang universality class is found [20] . Multi-field theories with O(N ) symmetry have been studied in [21] showing the appearance of a unitary critical theory at perturbative level. We say that a theory is perturbatively unitary if all operator scaling dimensions are within the unitary bound [21] .
Here we take the next step and perform a complete perturbative analysis of cubic theories with up to N = 3 real scalar fields at leading and next-to-leading order. The results reveal a large unexplored region of theory space including a number of critical theories which potentially correspond to new universality classes.
II. BETA FUNCTIONS
We work with a functional perturbative formalism [11, 12, 19, 22] , which more conveniently encodes at once information about the critical theory and its deformations induced by relevant operators. At one-loop level (see the Supplementary Material for the next to leading order) the functional beta for the dimensionless potential v(φ) in d = 6 − ǫ is
in which Latin indices such as i on v run over the number of flavours (i = 1, . . . , N ) and denote derivatives w.r.t. the corresponding field component φ i . In our conventions we have also rescaled the potential as v → 2(4π) 3/2 v. We will restrict ourselves here to scalar theories with at most three flavours (N = 3). No symmetry is imposed on the model and we therefore consider the most general parameterization of the cubic interactions given in terms of the dimensionless potential
In terms of the classically marginal couplings λ ijk the leading order (LO) one-loop anomalous dimension matrix is given by
Its eigenvalues evaluated at the fixed point are denoted by γ i . Taking into account the contribution from the anomalous dimensions, the couplings λ ijk flow according to the following beta functions
where the round parenthesis denote a symmetrization of the enclosed indices. This is a gradient flow in the sense that β ijk δλ ijk = δA where the function A is given by
and at the fixed point has the value
Another quantity of interest is the coefficient of the energy-momentum tensor two point function C T , which can be related to A at two-loop for any fixed point
where C T,scalar refers to the single free scalar theory's coefficient. These functions may be calculated perturbatively at higher orders as well [19, 23, 24] , and every statement made in this section can be generalized beyond LO to the three-loop level. Our goal is to find all the zeroes of the above set of beta functions. This task is significantly facilitated by choosing a more convenient basis of couplings. The next section is devoted to explaining this parameterization.
III. CHOICE OF COUPLINGS
We now provide the explanation of the general method that we adopt to explore the theory space and to look for fixed points of the beta functions. For general number of fields a full understanding of the theory space and fixed points is a highly nontrivial task. Since a complete analysis of the single and double field models already exists, we concentrate here on three-flavour model, that is the lowest number of flavours which has not yet been fully explored. The kinetic term in this case is invariant under general three dimensional rotations U ∈ O(3), U T U = 1, which are the maximal symmetry that the system can posses [19] . The group induces a transformation on the potential v(φ) → v ′ (φ) = v(U · φ) and hence on the couplings themselves λ ijk → U ia U jb U kc λ abc . Notice that O(3) is not necessarily a symmetry of any fixed points and therefore v = v ′ in general.
For three flavours there are 10 independent couplings in terms of which the potential (2) may be expressed more explicitly as v = 1 6
Rather than analysing the zeroes of the betas of λ I , I = 1, 2 · · · 10, we find it more convenient to move to a basis where this 10-dimensional representation is manifestly split into its irreducible components 10 = 7 ⊕ 3. The resulting couplings, denoted by g I , I = 1, 2 · · · 10 are related to the original λ I couplings through the following linear combinations
where r 7 and r 3 carry respectively the 7-dimensional and the 3-dimensional irreducible representations. This can also be seen through the alternative decomposition where the tensor λ ijk is to split into a vector κ i and a symmetric traceless tensor σ ijk as follows
where the irreps are expressed in terms of λ ijk as
given here for general number of flavors N . For the three flavour case one can make the identifications κ i ↔ r 3 and σ ijk ↔ r 7 .
The g I couplings in (8) and (9) could be further chosen such that the components of the irreps have definite values among m = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3 under J 3 , the third component of angular momentum which leaves φ 3 untouched. However we have found more convenient to choose a slightly different basis where couplings with the same |m| = 0 value are linearly combined, in such a way that the resulting pair of couplings transform with R(|m|θ) under a rotation with angle θ around the third axis, where R(θ) is a simple 2 × 2 matrix that rotates a vector clockwise by an angle θ. More explicitly, under exp(−iθJ 3 ) the couplings g 1 and g 8 which have m = 0 remain unaltered, while the pairs (g 2 , g 3 ) and (g 9 , g 10 ) transform with R(θ), and the pairs (g 4 , g 5 ) and (g 6 , g 7 ) transform respectively with R(2θ) and R(3θ).
Having described our choice of coupling basis, the next observation that proves useful in our analysis is that there is a redundancy in the space of fixed points, that is any rotation of a fixed point is itself a fixed point. This is because the betas of the rotated couplings are the rotated betas of the original couplings, i.e. β(U g) = U β(g), where U is implicitly assumed to be in the appropriate representation. This further shows that O(3) related fixed points are physically equivalent. This equivalence of fixed points under rotation gives us a freedom to constrain the space within which we are seeking for fixed points by setting some of the couplings to zero. Consider for instance r 3 which carries the fundamental representation of O(3). By a suitable rotation one can always align the vector along, say, the 8-direction, that is to set g 9 = g 10 = 0. This breaks the O(3) freedom to the O(2) subgroup generated by J 3 . We may then use this remaining freedom to set further constraints on the set of couplings included in r 7 . For instance we may set g 2 = 0 by a rotation around the φ 3 axis. This will completely fix the redundancy and simplify the beta functions.
In order to look for fixed points we completely remove the redundancy first, that is we set g 2 = g 9 = g 10 = 0. This will prevent finding multiple zeros of the beta functions that are equivalent. However, there will still be ten coupled betas that are functions of seven couplings and therefore difficult to solve. We have observed that omitting the three betas β 2 , β 9 and β 10 of the redundant couplings, the zeroes of the remaining betas can always be found numerically and sometimes even analytically. Of course these roots are only admissible if they make the three betas β 2 , β 9 and β 10 vanish as well, but this is a straightforward test that discards all the inconsistent roots and returns only the admissible ones. In this way we have been able to find all the N = 3 fixed points of the d = 6 − ǫ scalar model, without imposing any extra constraint.
IV. RESULTS
The results of this analysis are collected in Table I which includes the symmetries of the fixed points, the N Anomalous dimensions/ǫ Symmetry A * /ǫ 2 field anomalous dimensions and the values of A * at LO, rescaled by ǫ and ǫ 2 , respectively. For completeness we have also included the information about the single and two-flavour models as well (we recover the N = 2 classification reported in [19] ). Clearly by putting fixed points together one can construct fixed points with higher number of flavours. To avoid such trivial cases, here we have restricted ourselves only to fully interacting (irreducible) fixed points, for which there is no basis where there are two decoupled sectors. For three scalars there are six fully interacting fixed points with real anomalous dimensions altogether. The fixed point with O(2) symmetry belongs to a known family pointed out in [21] . Two fixed points have permutation and PT symmetry: S 4 × Z PT 2 and S 3 × Z PT 2 (We refer to the supplemental material for more information on PT symmetry.) The last three fixed points are such that the three anomalous dimensions are all different. One has the symmetry of the Klein 4-group K 4 = Z 2 ×Z 2 . This is particularly interesting because the field anomalous dimensions are also all positive, which suggests that the theory is perturbatively unitary, such as the O(2) symmetric fixed point.
For three fields the fully interacting fixed point potentials (rescaled by √ ǫ) at LO in the particular basis described in the previous section are the following (in the same order as in Table I from top to bottom): From Table I one can make the observation that (for fixed number of flavours) among the real fixed points and, separately, among the purely imaginary fixed points the larger is the symmetry the bigger is the value of the A function at the fixed point. We note that this statement includes decomposable fixed points, i.e. those that are not fully interacting such as three copies of the Lee-Yang model, but excludes fixed points with Gaussian factors. For each critical theory we have computed the critical exponents θ i of the relevant and marginal couplings as the negative of the eigenvalues of the RG stability matrix at the fixed point. The scaling dimensions of the corresponding operators can be obtained using the relation ∆ i = d − θ i all operators except for the one corresponding to the equations of motion (see [5, 6, 12] for more details). They can be found in Table II and Table III of the supplemental material. Moreover it may be useful to report some structure constants for these critical models, considered as CFTs, as well. They can be calculated at LO in several ways. Here we follow [6] and give as an example two structure constants for the fixed point K 4
where S 3 is the cubic scaling operator corresponding to the LO scaling dimension −ǫ, i.e. the sixth row in the θ 3 block of Table II and S 2 is the quadratic scaling operator corresponding to the fifth row of the θ 2 block of Table II . The same structure constants can be calculated for the O(2) fixed point which turn out to be
The explicit form of these operators can be found in the supplemental material. Another simple example of a structure constant is C φiφj φj = −2 v ijk which is proportional to √ ǫ. This means for instance that C φ1φ2φ3 is non-zero only for the S 4 × Z PT 2 invariant fixed point. Finally we also give the two-loop information for the C T of these two fixed points: The perturbative RG ǫ-expansion is still a fundamental tool to investigate interacting scale invariant QFTs. The quest of finding, without any prior assumption, all possible inequivalent fixed points, critical theories, their allowed symmetries and corresponding universality classes, can be tackled, at present, only with such technique. The task becomes rapidly a complicated algebraic problem which, when solved, elucidates the global structure of the theory space of N -components fields, at least near the upper critical dimension, and is thus a fundamental step towards the full classification of universality classes in d > 2. In this work we have focused on systems with three scalar order parameters in d = 6 − ǫ and adopted a convenient group theoretical basis for the coupling's space which allowed us, by removing the parametrization redundancy, to deal with a simpler tractable algebraic problem. The main outcome of our investigation is the discovery of six fully interacting fixed points with real critical exponents. Apart for a fixed point with O(2) symmetry, which was already known in the literature, we have found another perturbatively unitary fixed point with K 4 = Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry, characterized by three different field anomalous dimensions. In particular, this finding may stimulate an independent study using numerical conformal bootstrap. The other four critical theories also have discrete symmetries and in addition are PT symmetric. The main properties of all FPs are summarized in Tables I and II of the main text and in Table III of the supplemental material. They include the analysis of all the quadratic and cubic scaling operators, the latter related to the stability under the RG flow of these fixed points.
It is worth emphasizing that these solutions are the only ones we could find, using a combination of analytical and numerical methods, that solve the fixed point equations. We are rather confident that no further solution will ever emerge, therefore our work has heuristically completed the classification of N = 3 critical field theories in d = 6 − ǫ. We stress that some of these solutions constitute novel universality classes which can describe physical systems with three scalar order parameters on the basis of traditional arguments of critical phenomena. We could expect them to be the only ones that could sur-vive the continuation to finite values of ǫ and thus exist in dimension five, four or three (if higher derivative interactions are excluded [25] ) but the statement might change because of non-perturbative effects. The knowledge of the fixed points in the ǫ-expansion and their symmetries provides a starting point for further theoretical investigations in lower dimensions with alternative approaches such as conformal bootstrap [3] , non-perturbative RG [26] [27] [28] or lattice Monte Carlo methods [13] , but also provides suggestions for possible experimental realizations. Not all critical theories present at small ǫ necessarily extend to integer dimensions less than the critical one, but if some exist they will maintain the symmetries found by our general analysis. Furthermore, a future complete non-perturbative analysis is necessary to determine how the found fixed points are connected by RG flow trajectories and therefore understand which ones are ultraviolet or infrared with respect to each other. Finally, we have found several perturbatively non unitary critical theories with complex scaling dimensions (which we do not report) that can in principle constitute realizations of complex CFTs [29] .
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Beta functions and additional results
The explicit form of the beta functions of the couplings in the irreducible basis which we introduced in the main text is at the leading one-loop order, after imposing g 2 = g 9 = g 10 = 0 as described in the main text,
22g 3 3 − 12g 7 g 2 3 + g 2 1 g 3 + (g 2 4 + g 2 5 − 2(g 2 6 + g 2 7 ))g 3 − 2g 4 g 5 g 6 + (g 2 4 − g 2 5 )g 7 2(8g 2 3 − g 2 4 + g 2 5 )g 6 − 4g 4 g 5 g 7 − √ 2g 1 (3g 4 g 6 + g 5 (g 3 + 3g 7 )) − 11 600 √ 2 g 8 (g 4 g 6 + g 5 (g 7 − 3g 3 ))
The above beta functions can be derived combining the beta functional of the potential and the anomalous dimension matrix. For the derivation of the results in Table II we have actually used the NLO expansion to investigate possible degeneracies of fixed points. The NLO beta functional, anomalous dimension matrix and flow of the general λ ijk couplings are
λ pqr λ pqs λ mra λ ms(i λ jk)a −12 λ ma(i λ j|an| λ k)pq λ mpl λ nql + 14 3 λ mp(i λ |pq|j λ k)qn λ abm λ abn − 8λ ial λ jbm λ kcn λ abc λ lmn Let us generalize this discussion to the case of arbitrary number of scalar flavors N and temporarily neglect PT transformations. Given a fixed point solution v(φ) of β v = 0, its symmetry content is defined as the subgroup G of O(N ) which leaves it invariant. In other words, for U ∈ G the action
is such that v(φ) = v ′ (φ). The symmetry group G is a subgroup of O(N ) because O(N ) is the maximal symmetry that the model can have. Using G we can evince the structure of the manifold of equivalent fixed points for each symmetry content: if v(φ) is a solution then also a rotation of v(φ) is, but the two are physically distinct only if we are acting with a rotation which is not already in the symmetry subgroup G. It is easy to see that the moduli of equivalent fixed points for each universality class is isomorphic to FP moduli ≃ O(N )/G . For example, in the case N = 1 we have only one solution (the Lee-Yang model) which is left invariant only by the identity, therefore its moduli of fixed points is O(1)/{1} ≃ Z 2 implying that there are always two distinct, but physically equivalent, solutions igφ 3 and −igφ 3 .
Notice that complex solutions are still protected by symmetry: in the above example of the Lee-Yang model we could move from one solution to the other by either parity or complex conjugation so the two combined leave the solution invariant. For this reason we define the PT transformation which goes beyond O(N ) by acting
in which v * is the complex conjugate of v and P ∈ O(N ) acts on φ i by flipping the sign of one specific field component. This new symmetry protects potentials with complex factors and ensures that their spectra are bounded from below inasmuch those of the purely real models. We indicated the presence of PT symmetry in the solutions by including Z PT 2 in their symmetry factors, however it is important to drop these factors when applying the above coset formula for the moduli. Going back once more to the N = 1 example of the Lee-Yang model, it is trivial to see that there can be only one parity and PT maps v(φ) → v * (−φ) = v(φ) and therefore is an extension of the original symmetry.
